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INTRODUCTION

The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge IGCSE History 
(0470), and to show how different levels of candidates’ performance relate to the subject’s curriculum and 
assessment objectives.  

In this booklet a range of candidate responses has been chosen to exemplify higher, middle and lower 
grades. Each response is accompanied by a brief commentary explaining the strengths and weaknesses of 
the answers. 

For ease of reference the following format for each paper of the subject has been adopted:

Question

Mark scheme

Example candidate 
response 

Examiner comment

Each question is followed by an extract of the mark scheme used by Examiners.  This, in turn, is followed 
by an example candidate response with an examiner comment on performance. Comments are given to 
indicate where and why marks were awarded, and how additional marks could have been obtained. In this 
way, it is possible to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they still have to 
do to improve their grades.

Teachers are reminded that a full syllabus is available on www.cie.org.uk. Past papers, Principal Examiner 
Reports for Teachers and other teacher support materials are available on our Teacher Support website http://
teachers.cie.org.uk
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ASSESSMENT AT A GLANCE

Candidates must take Paper 1 and Paper 2 and either Paper 3 (coursework) or Paper 4 (Alternative to 
Coursework).

Paper 1 2 hours Paper 2 2 hours

Section A

Candidates answer two questions on the Core 
Content (selected from the 19th century and 20th 
century Core topics – see Sections 4.1 and 4.2 
of the 2010 syllabus).

Section B

Candidates answer one question on a Depth 
Study (selected from questions on all eight 
Depth Studies)
For more details on the Depth Studies see 
Section 4.3 of the 2010 syllabus.

Candidates answer a series of questions on one 
Prescribed Topic.

The Prescribed Topics include one 19th century 
topic and one 20th century topic, taken from the 
Core Content (see sections 4.1 and 4.2 of the 
2010 syllabus).

For the examination in 2010 the topics will be:
19th century core:  The American Civil War

(May/June and November 
examination) 

20th century core:  The decline and collapse 
of Soviet control over 
Eastern Europe
(May/June examination)

 or  German involvement in 
the Spanish Civil War
(November examination)

40% of total marks 33% of total marks

Either: or:

Paper 3 Paper 4 1 hour

Coursework (Centre-based assessment)
Candidates produce two pieces of Coursework 
based on one or two Depth Studies (or on 
Depth Studies devised by the Centre).
For more details on the Coursework, see 
Sections 5 and 6 of the 2010 syllabus.

Alternative to Coursework
Candidates answer one question on a Depth 
Study (from a choice of eight Depth Studies – 
one question will be set on each Depth Study).
The questions will be source-based and 
structured into several parts.

Coursework totalling around 1500 words

27% of total marks 27% of total marks
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PAPER 1

Section A (Core Content)

Question 5 (a)

What were Germany’s territorial losses under the Treaty of Versailles? [5 marks]

Mark scheme

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This answer is fully focused on the demands of the question, displaying recalled factual knowledge relating 
to the terms of the Treaty of Versailles regarding territory removed from German control.  Alsace-Lorraine 
is clearly identified as is the country (France) to which it was returned.  The candidate makes clear other 
relevant losses, i.e. the Polish Corridor and Germany’s overseas colonies.  The fact that in the middle of the 
answer the candidate makes an irrelevant reference to the Rhineland does not detract from the overall merit 
of the answer.

Mark awarded = 5 out of 5

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

Here the candidate recalls specific detail but that recall is limited to two German losses. Identification of 
more areas lost would have added to the marks achieved.  Giving the Rhineland as a loss is a common 
mistake made by many candidates.  The loss of its ‘colonies’ is vague.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 5

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

In this response the candidate makes the general point that Germany lost its colonies and states clearly the 
specific loss of Alsace-Lorraine.  The point made regarding disarmament was irrelevant and the response 
concludes with a statement lacking factual detail. 

Mark awarded = 2 out of 5
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Question 5 (b)

Why was Clemenceau dissatisfied with the Treaty of Versailles? [7 marks]

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer gives a number of valid explanations as required by this type of question at this level, making it 
a good response.  The candidate does not waste time on a general introduction but moves immediately into 
explanation, giving three valid explanations.  There is always a variety of material from which the responses 
can be selected and used to advantage as this candidate shows.  To gain the additional mark, the candidate 
could have developed issues relating to what Clemenceau wanted in relation to the Rhineland and the Saar.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 7
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This response initially lacks focus on the question, with the candidate writing about what Clemenceau 
wanted, rather than his dissatisfaction with the Treaty.  The answer indicates that reparations would make 
Clemenceau happy but it fails to explain why the reparations as fixed did not meet Clemenceau’s demands.   
A hint at explanation follows, regarding the demilitarisation of the Rhineland.  Finally the answer ends with 
general description.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 7
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

A classic example of a candidate concentrating on what Clemenceau wanted from the Treaty based on 
the impact of war on France, rather than reasons as to why he was unhappy with its terms.  Towards the 
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middle of the response the demilitarisation of the Rhineland is mentioned as well but an explanation for 
dissatisfaction was not given.  The theme of ‘what he wanted’ then continues to the end of the response.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 7

Question 5 (c)

'The Germans had genuine grounds for complaint about the Treaty of Versailles.’  How far do you agree with 
this statement?  Explain your answer. [8 marks]

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This type of question is expecting the candidate to both support and challenge the hypothesis in the 
question.  Although there is an imbalance to the candidate’s argument, there is a genuine attempt to offer 
both support and challenge to the question.  More might have been made of the early points which only 
border on explanation.  However, the next section of the answer presents clear explanation as to why the 
Germans might have genuine grounds for complaint.  Here, the point of complaint is made quite clear, and 
the reasons for this complaint then explained.  In the final section of the answer the candidate explains 
reasons as to why the Germans could have little complaint.  The explanations throughout this answer are 
clear and concise.  Further development of explanation in relation to grounds for complaint, together with an 
evaluative judgement, would have ensured full marks.

Mark awarded = 7 out of 8
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This candidate shows a good awareness of the main areas of Germany’s dissatisfaction with the Treaty of 
Versailles but in the majority of instances the description of the dissatisfaction is not turned into explanation.  
Only on one occasion is description developed into explanation.  There is nothing in the answer to indicate 
any argument in relation to the hypothesis as nothing is mentioned as to why the Treaty might actually be 
fair. 

Mark awarded = 4 out of 8

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

Within the answer the candidate identifies three reasons as to why Germany might have genuine grounds 
for complaint about the terms of the Treaty of Versailles but each one remains unexplained and therefore 
limited in the marks achievable.  Should this candidate have realised their error and developed each of the 
identifications into explanation, a mark in the higher level range for a one-sided answer would have been 
achieved.  Part of the answer is inaccurate but this inaccuracy does not detract from the mark awarded.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 8

Section B (Depth Studies)

Question 9 (a)

How was Hitler affected by the Munich Putsch? [5 marks]

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

In this answer the candidate recalls a number of relevant points regarding Hitler and the Munich Putsch.  
In covering all the main points it does not become overly long.  The candidate is well aware of the impact 
on Hitler but also how Hitler turned it to his advantage.  This answer demonstrates strong recall of factual 
knowledge.

Mark awarded = 5 out of 5

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The answer recognises that Hitler changed his policy and that the leaders were arrested and charged with 
‘high treason’.  The recall of relevant factual knowledge is limited and could have included going to prison and 
the writing of ‘Mein Kampf’ as well as more detail regarding the change in policy and approach.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 5
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The answer demonstrates a lack of clear, relevant factual information focusing on the question.  The majority 
of the answer contains vague generalities about the actual Putsch and it is only towards the end that any 
relevant recall appears.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 5

Question 9 (b)

Why did events from 1930 to 1932 result in Hitler becoming Chancellor? [7 marks]

Mark scheme
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This candidate shows some understanding of a difficult period of German history.  The answer takes as an 
issue the coming to power of an extremist party on the strength of offering a solution to the Depression.  
It links this to the difficulties faced by different Chancellors and their demise with, finally, the reluctance 
to appoint Hitler.  The final important point made was the thought that once in position Hitler could be 
controlled.  Greater development of the changes, with perhaps the mention of Von Schleicher and clearer 
links to the Reichstag, would have resulted in full marks.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 7

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

The answer starts with scene setting material, leading to the Nazi Party being attractive and gaining support 
in the Reichstag elections and onto the shock of losing support.  This is mainly descriptive, failing to link to 
the question to explain why it helped Hitler to become Chancellor.  The final part of the answer focuses more 
directly on the question, showing sound awareness of what happened but still remaining mainly descriptive.  

Mark awarded = 5 out of 7
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer concentrates more on the period in general rather than specifically on the period of time 
covered by the question.  This approach results in an answer that offers two weak pieces of identification 
but never moves beyond this descriptive mode into explanation.  Take the first piece of identification made 
by the candidate who states, ‘the great depression left Germany crippled, there was huge unemployment’.  
What the candidate needed to do was to ask ‘Why did this result in Hitler becoming Chancellor?’  This move 
into explanatory mode is crucial for higher marks to be achieved.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 7
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Question 9 (c)

‘The most important reason for Hitler being able to strengthen his control of Germany between 1933 and 
1934 was the Reichstag Fire.’  How far do you agree with this statement?  Explain your answer. (8 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Unsupported assertions  [1]

e.g.  ‘During this time Hitler removed all opposition.’
‘The SS were very powerful.’

Level 2 Identifies issues  [2–3]

e.g.  ‘The Reichstag Fire was blamed on the Communists.’
‘The Night of the Long Knives removed opposition.’
‘Hitler banned political opponents and newspapers.’
‘Hitler passed the Enabling Law.’

Level 3 Explains agreement OR disagreement  [3–5]

e.g.  ‘In February 1933, the Reichstag building was destroyed by fire and Hitler used the fire
to intensify anti-communist hysteria.’
‘Hindenburg passed an emergency decree allowing Hitler to arrest communist leaders
and preventing the Nazis’ political opponents from holding public meetings.’
‘In the Reichstag elections, the Nazis won 288 seats and in addition he banned the
communist deputies. This gave Hitler enough votes to pass the Enabling Law, which
gave Hitler power to make laws without referring to the Reichstag.’

‘The SA had become a major problem. Rohm, leader of the SA, had left wing views
which would offend businessmen, the very people Hitler wanted to work with. Rohm also
wanted to merge the SA into the German army and for him to have control. Hitler feared
this would lose him the army’s support.’
‘In June 1934, Hitler ordered the SS to arrest the leaders of the SA. Rohm was killed as
was von Schleicher.
‘The Enabling Act made Hitler dictator over Germany and in July 1934 he banned all
other political parties.’
‘In Aug 1934 Hindenburg died. His death allowed Hitler to declare himself Fuhrer. The
army was to swear an oath of loyalty to Hitler. He had achieved total power.’

Level 4 Explains agreement AND disagreement  [5–7]

Both sides of Level 3

Level 5 Explains with evaluative judgement of ‘how far’  [7–8]
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

Although stronger on one side of the argument than the other, this is a good answer.  The answer presents 
three good explanations for reasons other than the Reichstag Fire for Hitler’s strengthening of control.  Each 
of these is presented within a self-contained paragraph giving a flow to the ideas presented.  The work on 
the Reichstag Fire is not as strong and needed greater understanding and explanation if the answer was to 
be given full marks.

Mark awarded = 7 out of 8

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This type of question requires the candidate to take the given factor in the question, in this instance the 
Reichstag Fire, and offer a number of explanations as to its impact on Hitler strengthening his control.  This 
candidate produced an answer that does just that.  There are three clear explanations – starting with the fire 
and the blaming of the Communists, followed by the Enabling Act and finally through to becoming dictator 
of Germany.  Each of these could have been treated individually but the candidate actually sees them along 
a continuum.  The final part of the answer becomes a summary of what has already been written.  This 
approach will not gain extra credit.  What the candidate should have done was to consider other reasons 
which enabled Hitler to strengthen his control.  These might well have included the Night of the Long Knives 
and the idea of Hitler’s ‘total power’.

Mark awarded = 5 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

Many answers around this level often do little more than describe the fire.  This candidate immediately 
introduces the issue of the Communists and how the Nazis used the event to their advantage.  However, 
this answer does not develop further the impact on Nazi control of the fire, or consider other issues such as 
the Enabling Law, the Night of the Long Knives or the death of Hindenburg.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 8
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PAPER 2
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Question 1

Study Sources A and B. How far do these two sources disagree? Explain your answer using details of the 
sources. [7 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Writes about the sources but no valid match between them.  They are just described. [1]

Level 2 Claims they are different because one contains information not mentioned in the other. [2]

Level 3 Matches sources on details which agree or disagree. [3–4]

Level 4 Matches sources on details which agree and disagree. [5–6]

Level 5 Agreement about attitudes of the authors of A and B. [7]
   e.g. both authors were horrified by the bombing.

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This candidate starts with the attitudes of the two authors and explains that ‘they both have a negative view 
about the events of Guernica’. This moves the answer straight to Level 5 in the mark scheme. To infer and 
compare attitudes from sources is a much higher level skill than simply comparing points of detail. Most 
candidates do the latter but this candidate has moved to the top level of the mark scheme in the first part of 
the answer. The candidate then proceeds to compare the sources for agreements over points of detail. The 
candidate identifies a series of agreements and each one is carefully explained with specific reference to 
source content. This is done very well and this part of the answer, by itself, would be placed in Level 3 of the 
mark scheme. 

The candidate appears to be rushed for time in the last part of the answer. The reason for this is that too long 
has been spent on too many examples of agreements. The final part of the answer about disagreements 
is not so good. The candidate identifies several examples of information being in one source but not in the 
other. This approach is not counted by examiners as identifying valid disagreements and would, by itself, 
go into Level 2 of the mark scheme. However, as the candidate reached Level 5 in the first few lines of the 
answer, this was the level that was awarded.

Mark awarded = 7 out of 7
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This candidate starts by trying to identify agreements over points of detail. Some of the first paragraph is 
simply a narrative of events and fails to compare the two sources. However, there are two agreements 
identified: about the time the events happened (between about 4 o’clock until about 7 o’clock), and about 
the fact that Source A states that ‘the town was transformed into an enormous furnace’ while Source B says 
that ‘the town was slowly and systematically pounded into pieces’. These are similar enough to be allowed 
as agreements. 

The candidate struggles to find examples of disagreements between the two sources. A general point is 
made about one source being more specific than the other but this only leads the candidate to identifying 
something which is in one source but not in the other. This does not qualify as a disagreement. The answer 
finishes by comparing the difference in type of the two sources – one is an eye-witness of the bombing and 
the other is written by someone who arrived the day after the bombing. This does not answer the question 
which is about how far the sources disagree. To achieve a higher mark the candidate needed to find and 
explain genuine ways in which the sources disagree about what happened.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 7

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This candidate struggles to compare the sources. Although assertions are made about the sources agreeing 
and disagreeing, there is no direct comparison. Each source is written about separately. First, there is a 
rather vague summary of some of the points in Source A. Then, a rather inaccurate summary of Source B 
is provided. The use of each source is not entirely accurate, but the main weakness of the answer is the 
failure to directly compare the sources. This has happened because each source is written about separately. 
As a result of this, no specific agreements or disagreements have been identified. To reach a higher level in 
the mark scheme, the candidate needed to produce some direct, and point-by-point comparisons similar to 
those in the previous two scripts. However, the candidate has at least produced a summary of each source.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 7

Question 2

Study Sources C and D. Does Source D prove Source C to be true?  Explain your answer using details of the 
sources and your knowledge. [8 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Describes the sources and fails to address the question or unsupported assertions. [1]

Level 2 Answers based on undeveloped provenance e.g. dates of sources. [2–3]
   OR
   Compares C and D on details but not on who was to blame. [2–3]

Level 3 Yes it does – based on comparing C and D about who was to blame. [4]

Level 4 Developed evaluation of C but focuses on C only and ignores D. [5]

Level 5  Cross references to other sources to check D about who was to blame – then says D 
   does/doesn’t prove C to be true about who was to blame. [6–7]

Level 6  Developed use of provenance to evaluate D to argue D does not prove C to be true about 
   who was to blame. [8]
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The candidate starts by explaining how the two sources agree that the Republicans set fire to Guernica. 
This is used to support the judgement that Source D does prove Source C to be true (Level 3 in the mark 
scheme).  However, the answer then improves and the candidate begins to explain why Source D does 
not prove Source C to be true. The candidate evaluates Source D using the information provided in the 
paper about its provenance. As the candidate explains, the source is written by a journalist working at the 
Nationalist headquarters under strict censorship. We would, therefore, not be expecting him to contradict 
the claims made in Source C, written by the Nationalist press chief. This means that Source D cannot be 
used to prove that what Source C says is true. The candidate adds an excellent extra point by explaining that 
the journalist in Source D tries to indicate that he doesn’t necessarily agree with what he is reporting by 
stating ‘it is asserted that’. This is an excellent answer and does everything required for the top level in the 
mark scheme.

Mark awarded = 8 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The candidate argues that Source D does prove Source C to be true. This is based on explaining how both 
sources blame the Republicans for setting fire to Guernica. This is explained clearly and explicitly. The 
argument is that because Source D makes the same claims as Source C, it therefore proves it to be true. 
This fits Level 3 of the mark scheme. The candidate also tries to argue that Source D is reliable and that the 
two sources disagree on some matters. These points do not earn the candidate any more credit and the 
answer stays in Level 3. To achieve a higher mark, the candidate needed to realise that Source D can only be 
used to prove or disprove Source C, if it can be trusted. As the first candidate demonstrated, when Source D 
is evaluated it is clear that it cannot be trusted.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The candidate begins by trying to make a match between the sources but doesn’t quite make the match 
properly. The candidate then tries to evaluate the sources but this is carried out at a low level (Level 2 in the 
mark scheme, not Level 6). The evaluation rests on general claims that there was a lot of confusion at the 
time and that is why neither source is reliable, that Source C contains lots of opinions and that a lot could 
have been missed in Source D because it is a telephone report. This is all low level evaluation. To achieve a 
better mark, the candidate needed to show clearly that the two sources place the blame on the people, or to 
evaluate Source D using its provenance.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 8
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Question 3

Study Source E. Why was this source published in 1937?  Explain your answer using details of the source 
and your knowledge. [8 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Describes the sources and fails to address the question or unsupported assertions. [1]
   OR
    Misinterpretations based on the idea that the cartoon is saying it was published to show 
   people that Franco was bringing peace to the Basques. [1]

Level 2 Views the cartoon as information only. [2]
   These answers think the cartoon was published simply to tell people that Guernica had been
   bombed – as information.

Level 3 Gives the context as the reason why it was published. [3]
   e.g. it was published because Guernica had just been bombed.
   OR
   Valid interpretation of the cartoon but does not get to the message of the cartoon. [3]

Level 4 Explains valid sub message of the cartoon [4–5]
   e.g. something dreadful has happened to Guernica.

Level 5 Explains big message of the cartoon. [6–7]

Level 6 Explains purpose of the cartoon. [8]
   This could be, for example, to influence British public opinion to put pressure on the 
    government to intervene, or to persuade the government to change their policy of non-
   intervention.
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer leaves it until the end of the answer to explain the ‘big’ message of this cartoon. The cartoon is 
criticising Franco and blaming him for the damage done to Guernica. The candidate shows an understanding 
of this when it is stated ‘the cartoon was useful to show the people how Franco and Nationalists damaged 
cities and the vandalism they caused. Also it should be useful for the republican opposition in Britain to show 
how bad they (the candidate means the Nationalists) could be.’ This places the answer in Level 5 of the mark 
scheme. The statement earlier in the answer that the cartoonist is trying to support non-intervention is not 
so good and is probably the opposite to the real situation. However, the candidate still reaches Level 5 at the 
end of the answer. To achieve a higher mark the candidate needed to move on and suggest a valid purpose 
for the cartoon e.g. to encourage Britain to end its policy of non-intervention.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer is based entirely on context. The candidate is focusing on the ‘why 1937?’ part of the question. 
The answer explains that the cartoon was published then because that was the year in which Guernica 
was destroyed. It was also the time when people were aware of, and interested in, what had happened 
to Guernica. The ‘author’ would also have had just enough time to compile notes and research. This is a 
reasonable answer and was placed in Level 3 of the mark scheme. To achieve a higher mark, the candidate 
needed to consider the message and the purpose of the cartoon. The candidate does attempt this but gets it 
wrong when it is stated that the cartoon was published to tell other countries not to intervene. The intention 
of the cartoonist was the opposite to this. 

Mark awarded = 1 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

Parts of this answer are clearly incorrect e.g. that Franco was a Republican. However, the candidate does 
manage to explain some surface information from the cartoon e.g. it shows that Guernica was shattered. 
The candidate also misinterprets the cartoon by reading it literally and thinking that the message is that 
Franco as the new leader has to sort things out. The earlier part of the answer about the surface information 
in the cartoon just lifts it to Level 2. To achieve a better mark, the candidate needed to interpret the true 
message of the cartoon (i.e. show an understanding of the irony of the cartoonist and see that the cartoon is 
blaming Franco), instead of accepting its surface meaning.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 8
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Question 4

Study Sources F and G. Is one of these sources more useful than the other about what happened in 
Guernica on 26 April 1937? Explain your answer using details of the sources and your knowledge.
 [8 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Describes the sources and fails to address the question or unsupported assertions. [1]
   Include here answers that simply assume G is about Guernica.

Level 2 Answers based on undeveloped provenance. [2–3]
   e.g. F cannot be trusted because it is French.

Level 3 Answers based on the surface information of the source(s). [4–5]
   e.g. F shows Guernica has been damaged badly.  G shows Germany is not interested in 
   bombing, therefore not useful because not about Guernica.
   OR
   Answers based on the limitations of the source(s). [4–5]
   Answers that focus on what the sources do not tell us – must specify, or G not useful 
   because not about Guernica.

Level 4 Developed evaluation for reliability, including cross reference. [6–7]

Level 5 Source F is useful for what it tells us about the French view/attitude towards the bombing
    or G suggests Germans bombed Guernica because although it is not about Guernica, it is 
   suggestive.  [7–8]
   7 marks for G, 8 marks for F.

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This candidate immediately uses Source G in the correct way. Source G is not actually about Guernica but it 
is suggestive, i.e. if the Germans were using Spain for the purposes described in Source G then it would not 
be surprising if German bombers were involved in the bombing of Guernica. This candidate does not make 
the mistake that many candidates made - to assume that Source G is actually about Guernica. The candidate 
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explains how Source G could be useful evidence about Guernica while at the same time fully understanding 
that it is not actually about Guernica. This is explained in the first paragraph. What the candidate has to 
say about Source F is not so good. The candidate uses it for surface information about what happened to 
Guernica. By itself, this would have reached only Level 3 in the mark scheme. The best way to use Source F 
is as evidence about French attitudes towards the destruction of Guernica. The rest of the answer evaluates 
the sources and concludes that they are unreliable. This adds nothing to the answer. The first part of the 
answer enabled the candidate to be placed in Level 5.

Mark awarded = 8 out of 8

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer was placed in Level 3 of the mark scheme. The candidate clearly explains why Source F is more 
useful because of the evidence it contains about state of Guernica after the attack. Some of the evidence 
from the photograph is clearly stated in the answer and is explained well. The candidate rejects Source G 
as being useful because it is not about Guernica. To be placed in a higher level, the candidate needed to 
evaluate the sources for reliability or either explain how F can be used as evidence of French attitudes or 
demonstrate an understanding that although G is not about Guernica, it can still be useful as evidence.

Mark awarded = 5 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This candidate attempts to evaluate Source F. This is a useful approach as long as the evaluation is based on 
an informed use of the provenance of the source e.g. by considering the possible purpose of the source. 
This candidate’s revaluation of Source F is more simplistic and comes under the category of ‘undeveloped 
provenance’ which is Level 2 in the mark scheme. The candidate claims that the source is biased because 
although both Germany and Italy were to blame, only Germany is blamed by this source. This is a weak Level 
2, as the candidate does not even mention that Source F is a French source. The final part of the answer 
about Source G indicates that the candidate has assumed that this source is directly about Guernica – 
which it is not. To achieve a higher mark, the candidate needed to explain either that Source G is not about 
Guernica or how Source F does provide us with evidence about what happened to Guernica.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 8
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Question 5

Study Source H. Are you surprised by this source? Explain your answer by using details of the sources and 
your knowledge. [7 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Writes about the source without saying whether surprised or not. [1]
   OR
   Assertions of surprise with no valid support. [1]

Level 2 Valid answers that fail to express surprise or not surprise. [2]
   OR
   Identifies something that is surprising/not surprising but no valid explanation. [2]
   OR
   Surprised because of internal contradictions within H. [2]

Level 3 Everyday empathy e.g. surprised by the cruelty of the army officers. [3]

Level 4 Checking facts in H through cross reference to express surprise or not surprise. [4]

Level 5 Surprised or not surprised because of immediate context. [5]
   These answers focus on the context within the source e.g. surprised that the old man said 
   this in front of a Nationalist press officer.

Level 6 Surprised/not surprised because of the broader political context. [6]
    e.g. Army officers admit to the bombing when the Nationalists generally were trying to deny 
   responsibility or not surprised the press officer is covering up because Nationalists did not want
   to be blamed for this – not good publicity.

Level 7  Surprised that the US reporter was able to produce an account such this because he was 
   being censored/followed. [7]
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

The first part of this answer is the best part and is where the candidate reaches the top level in the mark 
scheme. Here the candidate expresses surprise because the overall account by the American reporter has 
been published. This is surprising considering what is in the report in terms of what the Nationalist army 
officers admit. One would have expected this to have been censored, particularly because we are told 
that he was followed everywhere by a Nationalist press officer. This part of the answer was placed in the 
top level of the mark scheme.  The rest of the answer focuses on details within the source instead of the 
account as a whole, and is not as good.

Mark awarded = 7 out of 7

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This candidate cross-references to other sources in the paper to check various details and statements in 
Source H. The candidate carries out two valid pieces of cross reference (to Sources C and G). The candidate 
explains why both these cross references lead to being not surprised. This is a perfectly legitimate approach 
to the question, and the candidate does answer the questions by explaining reasons for not being surprised. 
To achieve a higher mark, the candidate would have needed to have considered the use of Source H to 
explain being surprised or not surprised about what is being said in the source e.g. one might be surprised 
by the fact that the old man was prepared to say what he does in front of a Nationalist press officer.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 7
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

Much of this answer is invalid. The candidate seems to think that the Americans were involved in the 
bombing of Guernica. This is not a slip of the pen because it is stated twice. The last part of the answer 
is also invalid because the candidate appears to think that there are several American reporters involved. 
However, in places the candidate is able to identify details in Source H which it is reasonable to be not 
surprised by e.g. the large number of bombs dropped. The candidate is unable to provide a contextual 
explanation for not being surprised e.g. a cross reference and so the answer fits into Level 2 of the mark 
scheme. To achieve a higher mark, the candidate needed to use the historical context to explain why there is 
reason to be surprised by what is said in Source H.

Mark awarded 2 out of 7

Question 6

Study all the sources. 
How far do these sources provide convincing evidence that the Republicans set fire to Guernica? Use the 
sources to explain your answer. [12 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 No valid source use. [1–3]

Level 2 Uses sources to support or reject the statement. [4–6]

Level 3 Uses sources to support and reject the statement. [7–10]

Up to 2 bonus marks for evaluation of sources (no more than 1 per source).

Source use must be reference to a source by letter, by provenance, or by direct quote.  There must be 
examples from source content.  There must be an explanation of how this supports/does not support the 
statement.
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This is a good, clear and well-organised answer to Question 6. To reach the top level for this question, 
candidates needed to explain how some sources support the statement and how other sources disagree 
with it. Here the candidate begins by explaining how Sources C and D support the statement that 
Republicans set fire to Guernica. This is done well, with details from the sources being used to support the 
explanation. The candidate then explains how Sources A, F and G disagree with the statement because they 
claim that the Germans carried out the bombing. Again, the explanations are clear, with details from the 
sources being used. The candidate tries to use other sources such as E but this is not used well. However, 
the short section on Source H does explain why it was not the Republicans. The final two paragraphs add 
little. Overall, the candidate explains how two sources support the statement and how four sources disagree 
with it. This is enough for the candidate to be awarded the top mark in Level 3 because of the quality and 
clarity of the explanations. To achieve the full 12 marks for this question, the candidate needs to evaluate at 
least two of the sources.

Mark awarded = 10 out of 12
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment
This answer explains how two sources, C and D, support the statement that the Republicans set fire to 
Guernica. The explanations are clear, with details from the sources being used. At the end of the answer, the 
candidate does claim that other sources say it was the Germans who destroyed Guernica, but no particular 
sources are identified and there is no explanation. The answer was, therefore, placed in Level 2 and awarded 
just five marks because only two sources were used. To achieve a higher mark, the candidate needed to 
explain how other sources disagree with the statement.

Mark awarded = 5 out of 12
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

The only part of this answer that gained any marks was the first part, where the candidate explains how 
Source E disagrees with the statement. The candidate tries to explain how Source A supports the view that 
the Republicans were responsible, but this is a misreading of the source. The conclusion does not refer to 
any of the sources and so will not earn any more marks. The candidate was placed at the bottom of Level 
2, with just one source being used in a valid way. To achieve a better mark, the candidate needed to explain 
how more sources disagree with the statement and how other sources support the statement.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 12
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PAPER 4
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Question 2 (a) (i)

Study Source A.
What does this source tell you about the government’s preparations to deal with Father Gapon’s march on 9 
January 1905? Support your answer with reference to the source. [6 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Repeats material stated in the source, no inference made. [1–2]

Level 2 Makes valid inferences, unsupported from the source.

e.g. Government made threats but did not take the event too seriously etc. [3–4]

Level 3 Makes valid inference(s), with reference to the source.

e.g.  Warned that it would take resolute measures but only posted notices in the city centre. 
Did not think much would come of the march. Tsar went away for the weekend etc. [5–6]
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This candidate has both understood the source and the question.  The candidate has drawn a number of 
valid inferences from the source and shown where, from within the source, evidence can be found to 
support the inferences that have been drawn. The candidate has shown command of the context of the 
source and has demonstrated good examination technique and knowledge of what kind of response should 
be made to this source-based question.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 6
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This candidate shows a clear understanding of the content of the source and is able to draw inferences. The 
main weakness of the answer is that there is no explicit evidence from the source to support the inferences. 
Any evidence is implicit at best.  Candidates must make their evidence in support of inferences very clear to 
the examiner.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 6

Question 1 (a) (i)

Study Source A.
What can you tell from this source about Goebbels? Support your answer with reference to the source. 
 [6 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Repeats material stated in source, no inference made. [1–2]

Level 2 Makes valid inferences unsupported from the source.

e.g. He was arrogant, calculating low view of the German people. Well up in Nazi hierarchy etc. [3–4]

Level 3 Supports valid inference(s) with reference to the source. 

e.g.  Second only to Hitler as a speaker, cool, calculating and sometimes funny; appealed to the basest of 
German instincts etc. [5–6]
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer demonstrates the response from candidates who are unclear of what is expected in answer to 
this type of question.  Although it might be clear that the candidate has some understanding of the source 
content, the candidate does not appear to be answering the question set in the examination paper. The 
focus of the answer is unconvincing.

Mark awarded = 0 out of 6

Conclusion
In order to gain marks in the range available for the achievement of the highest level, candidates must 
demonstrate that they have understood the source and the question, that they can draw valid inferences 
from the source, and support those inferences with evidence taken from the source.

Question 2 (a) (ii)

Study Source B.
How far does this source show that Nicholas II understood the needs of his people? Explain your answer. 
 [7 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Agrees OR disagrees, with no support from the source. [1–2]

Level 2 Agrees OR disagrees, supported from the source.

e.g.  Yes - Said he would look after the welfare of his people, using the same methods as his father etc.
No - He did not understand the political ambitions of the nobility or professional classes. He did not 
understand change etc. [3–5]
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Level 3 Agrees AND disagrees, supported from the source. 
 Addresses the issue of ‘How far?’ [6–7]

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

The candidate demonstrates an understanding of the source and its content, and that the question is inviting 
candidates to argue the extent to which Nicholas II understood the needs of his people. The candidate 
has argued well and found evidence in the source to support both positive and negative arguments. The 
arguments and evidence are convincing, and the candidate has also offered background from his own 
contextual knowledge.

Mark awarded = 7 out of 7
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer shows some understanding of the source and its content, but the candidate either has not 
realised, or does not know, that the source contains enough evidence to support more than one side of an 
argument. Here, the candidate has argued that Nicholas II did not understand the needs of his people, and 
has supported that argument with evidence from the source. The candidate was awarded a mark in the 
range available for a one-sided answer.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 7
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

In this answer, the candidate has argued that Nicholas II did not understand the needs of his people.  
However, the candidate has used contextual knowledge alone about the general conditions in Russia at the 
time, and about Nicholas’ reactions to conditions and his people. The candidate would be rewarded for the 
argument but would have achieved a higher mark by using evidence from the source.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 7

Conclusion

Candidates must appreciate that source-based questions require source-based answers.  Contextual 
knowledge may add to the answers but must not replace the use of evidence within the source.  Candidates 
must also appreciate that this question will require more than one side of the argument, supported from the 
source, to achieve marks at the highest level.
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Question 2 (a) (iii)

Study both sources.
Is one of these sources more useful than the other as evidence about Nicholas II?  Explain your answer. 
 [7 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1  Useful / not useful – Choice made on the basis that one is more detailed / gives more information, 
but does not specify what information. [1]

Level 2  Useful / not useful – One is from a British writer and the other is Nicholas II himself so they could 
both be biased / unreliable. [2]

Level 3  Choice made on the nature or amount of information given.
Must specify what information. [3–5]

Level 4  Choice made on the grounds of reliability.
Discussion of utility must be made on valid evaluation of source(s) in context. Include at this Level 
answers that cross-reference between A and B to show reliability.

 6 marks for one source, 7 marks for both. [6–7]

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This is a full answer and the candidate is aware that marks in the range available for the achievement of the 
highest level will only be achieved by comments and tests on the comparable reliability of the sources.  The 
candidate offered several incomplete evaluations such as, for instance, he did not explain why Nicholas’ 
speech being a primary source was important.  He then speculated about Nicholas who ‘may have wanted 
to please his audience’. Again, this is an incomplete evaluation. However, the candidate did use his 
contextual knowledge about the speech being in 1894, and that his inexperience would affect what he said. 
Further development of this point would have been useful.  Comments about Source A were of the ‘stock’ 
or speculative variety.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 7

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer has concentrated on the comparison of the detail of both sources before coming to a 
judgement about which source might be more useful as evidence about Nicholas II.  The candidate has used 
evidence from both sources and tried to argue about their comparative content, but there is no attempt to 
test the sources for their comparative reliability.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 7
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Question 1 (a) (iii)

Study both sources.
Is one of these sources more useful than the other as evidence about the importance of propaganda in Nazi 
Germany?  Explain your answer. [7 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1  Useful / not useful – Choice made on the basis that one is more detailed / gives more information, 
but does not specify what information. [1]

Level 2  Useful / not useful – One is from a German historian and the other is from Goebbels himself so they 
could both be biased / unreliable. [2]

Level 3  Choice made on the nature or amount of information given. 
Must specify what information. [3–5]

Level 4  Choice made on the grounds of reliability. Discussion of utility must be made on valid evaluation of 
source(s) in context. Include at this Level answers that cross-reference between A and B to show 
reliability.

 6 marks for one source, 7 marks for both. [6–7]

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The candidate concentrated at the beginning of her answer on the provenances of the two sources, and only 
towards the end did the candidate offer any evidence that could be found in the sources.  This qualified for 
the level of a comparison of the sources’ contents, but at a low mark.

Mark awarded = 3 out of 7
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Conclusion

In order to achieve marks at the highest level for this question, candidates must test the sources for 
reliability before coming to a conclusion about which is the more useful.  Evaluative tests of the sources, by 
way of contextual knowledge, motive, purpose, tone, language, specific provenance etc, must be developed 
and completed.

Question 2 (b) (i)

What were Soviets? [2 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 One mark for each valid aspect to a maximum of two.

e.g.  Representative institutions which emerged during the 1905 revolution, first formed in St. Petersburg, 
then elsewhere. Re-emerged during 1917 to organise strikes and revolutionary activity. Rival of the 
Duma in Petrograd etc. [1–2]

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

Although there are only two marks for this question it is important that candidates show that their powers of 
recall are strong.  This answer is full and shows that the candidate understands the term ‘Soviets’, the thrust 
of the question, and is able both to define what Soviets were and put them into their historical context.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 2
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer shows that the candidate is not entirely clear about the thrust of the question.  He is rewarded 
for the general context of the Soviets containing revolutionaries, but the remainder of the response is lacking 
relevant specific evidence as the candidate struggles to think of what to write.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 2

Question 1 (b) (i)

What were the Nuremberg Rallies? [2 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 One mark for each valid aspect to a maximum of two.

e.g.   Party rallies; publicity for strength; entertaining; parades/displays; stage for leader; speeches etc. 
 [1–2]

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer demonstrates the fact that the candidate is trying to develop an answer by extrapolation from 
the question itself.  It is unconvincing and did not score.

Mark awarded = 0 out of 2

Conclusion

Answers to this question are at their best with a brief and accurate recall in response to what has been 
asked.  Accuracy is important here.
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Question 2 (b) (ii)

Describe the events of Bloody Sunday. [4 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Identifies events, e.g. March to Tsar’s Winter Palace. [1–2]

Level 2 Develops events. Award an extra mark to each valid aspect described in additional detail.

e.g.  Tsar absent; troops open fire; number of deaths; Gapon and the people thought the Tsar would 
respond to their pleas and petition etc.  [2–4]

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The candidate has not only identified the events of Bloody Sunday but also has shown a good understanding 
of the events and their context. The answer is unfussy and to the point and addresses the question.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 4
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This answer was rewarded for two relevant details at the beginning and the end of the response.  This 
answer is also characteristic of those that are either unsure of their knowledge, or think that they must write 
more, and adapt the contents of one of the sources, which was used for previous questions.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 4

Question 1 (b) (ii)

Describe how Goebbels controlled literature and art from 1933.  [4 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Identifies aspects.  [1–2]

Level 2 Develops aspects. Award an extra mark for each aspect which is described in additional detail.

e.g.  Ministry for Propaganda and Public Enlightenment; only Culture Chambers’ members licensed; 
censorship; removal of Jews and their works; subsidies; promotion of German art and literature etc. 
 [2–4]

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

At best, this answer has hints of censorship. The candidate has drawn on question (b) (iv) for inspiration with 
regard to Germans only being able to ’hear about art and literature was in the radio’ (sic).

Mark awarded = 1 out of 4
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Conclusion

Candidates must show that they can identify the subject of the question, show that they can describe it in 
some detail and give the description a context.

Question 2 (b) (iii)

Why was Nicholas II able to survive the 1905 revolution? [6 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Single reason. One for the reason, one for the explanation. [1–2]

Level 2 Multiple reasons. One for each reason, one for each reason explained.

e.g.  Had the support of the ruling classes, army and secret police. Opposition not united and some in 
exile. October Manifesto bought time until troops returned from Russo / Japanese War etc.  [2–6]

Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The candidate has not only given many reasons for the Tsar’s survival of the 1905 revolution, but also has 
developed links between the reasons. Also, the candidate shows command of the subject matter and an 
enthusiasm in the answer. Equally, the answer is succinct and not overly long.  The candidate had realised 
that he had written enough.

Mark awarded = 6 out of 6
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This answer has less detail in the body of relevant material, but it is largely undermined by the long preamble 
before dealing with the main focus of the question.  The candidate scored well, nevertheless, but could have 
increased the mark by spending all the time allowed for the answer on elements and reasons that were 
strictly relevant.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 6

Question 1 (b) (iii)

Why did membership of the SA fall from 2.9 million in 1934 to 1.2 million in 1938? [6 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Single reason. One for the reason, one for the explanation.  [1–2]

Level 2 Multiple reasons. One for each reason, one for each reason explained.

e.g.  Night of the Long Knives; army opposition; regime and industrialists suspicion of any socialist 
tendency; unnecessary – SS became more significant; Lutze weaker leader than Rohm; conscription 
etc.  [2–6]

Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

The answer to this question is very weak. The candidate clearly had not understood the thrust of the 
question and so wrote generally about Versailles, reparations etc.  There were two very tenuous links to 
unemployment which could be construed positively as being something of an answer to the question that 
had been set.

Mark awarded = 2 out of 6

Conclusion

This question requires reasons, either singly or developed.  The best marks are gained if candidates can 
respond with reason upon reason, developed and linked.  Also of note should be the fact that candidates 
should stop writing when they have said all there is to say. 

Question 2 (b) (iv)

‘The First World War caused the collapse of Tsarism in Russia in 1917.’  How far do you agree?  Explain your 
answer. [8 marks]

Mark scheme

Level 1 Simple assertions. Yes, the Tsar was blamed for everything.  [1]

Level 2 Explanation of the war being the cause OR other reasons, single factor given. 

e.g.   War Defeats, losses of men, territory. Shortages. Deserting troops joined the discontented workers 
and radical parties. Country being run during the war by a German Tsarina and Rasputin etc.

  Other
War was a catalyst. All the fundamentals for a revolution were present. Land issues, aspirations to 
take part in government. Example of earlier revolution and discontent. Loss against Japan. Treachery 
of October Manifesto. Watered down Duma etc. [2]

Level 3 Explanation of the war being the cause OR other reasons, with multiple factors given.
  Allow single factors with multiple reasons.

OR
Undeveloped suggestions on BOTH sides of the argument (annotate BBB – Balanced but Brief). 

  [3–5]

Level 4 Answers that offer a balanced argument.
 BOTH sides of the war being the cause AND other reasons must be addressed. [6–8]
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Example candidate response
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Examiner comment

This candidate’s answer on the extent to which the First World War caused the collapse of Tsarism in Russia 
in 1917 has many qualities that puts it in the ranks of superior answers.  The candidate has shown good 
knowledge and has sustained arguments both for and against the War being the cause of the collapse of 
Tsarism. There is much relevant detail to give examples of proof and to generate understanding in the 
reader. The candidate also ended with an argued conclusion. This was full and of high quality.

Mark awarded = 8 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

The candidate has attempted to answer the set question but allows the answer to drift on occasions from 
the focus of the question.  The candidate has argued on both sides of the question but the detail and the 
argument are insufficiently developed to achieve the highest level. This was awarded a mark in the range of 
those available for balanced but undeveloped arguments.

Mark awarded = 4 out of 8
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Example candidate response

Examiner comment

This is an answer of poor quality.  The candidate is insecure about the thrust of the question and has limited 
knowledge of the subject matter.  The answer begins with a limited thesis but then diverts to Lenin, and 
drifts completely from the focus of the set question. Even looking to be positive, there is little to reward in 
this answer.

Mark awarded = 1 out of 8

Conclusion

To earn high marks, candidates are expected to offer arguments on both sides of the question, support their 
answers with relevant detail and sustained argument, and come to a logical conclusion.  Candidates should 
understand that this question has the highest mark tariff on Paper 4 and time must be left to address it fully.
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